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Executive Summary 
Business to business electronic marketplaces on the Internet where in the early 2000’s 
predicted a glorious future and the trading mechanisms were widely discussed in the media. 
However, some were of the opinion that the e-marketplaces were not having the kind of 
success that has been expected. Many e-marketplaces had gone out of business, but there were 
still e-markets with a bright future. The case describes a rare example of a successful e-
marketplace with a patient expansion process and where customers (doing reverse auctions) 
are the focus. It is the goal with the e-marketplace to make existing buyer-seller relationships 
more efficient and the case discusses the considerations in the company behind the e-
marketplace. The case raises important questions of relationships in B2B marketing and 
purchasing and other relevant B2B e-commerce issues, and how electronic processes affect 
these. The case illustrates challenges facing designers of the system, buyers and sellers.  
 
Organization Background 
The Danish e-market Scanmarket.com was established in the late 1990’s. Even though the e-
market is relatively young, it has gone through a rapid development where different business 
models have been tested. The founder and current CEO of Scanmarket Mr. Ole Nielsen had 
been working with sourcing and procurement for a number of years when he was discussing 
with his father, how the slow and often inefficient purchasing process, which had not changed 
for many years, could be more effective when using the Internet. This was at a time where the 
dot.com hype was at its highest and both Ole and his father were convinced that the Internet 
would revolutionize sourcing and procurement as it was known at that time. The discussions 
lead to the foundation of Scanmarket A/S - the first Danish B2B e-marketplace. After 6 
months other Danish e-marketplaces opened. 
 
Usually Scanmarkets customers had a turnover of more than 50 million DKK (8.3 million US 
dollars) and often these firms had 1000 times more employees than Scanmarket. The big 
companies were the trendsetters within their industry. Small companies with low purchasing 
volumes could not use the system, as were of no interest to the suppliers because of the low 
volumes. Scanmarket wondered how they could develop the system so small firms together 
could make big volume purchases. Often Scanmarket acquired customers who had been 
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invited as suppliers into the system and afterwards wanted to use the system for their own 
procurement activities.  
 
In the beginning of 2003 the entrepreneurial company had 11 employees. The company was 
represented in Denmark and England and a new German department was planned to open in 
2003. The buyers at the e-marketplace came from these three countries and most of the 
suppliers (that had been invited to participate in auctions) had been from Western European 
countries and a few came from the USA and Asia. According to the Scanmarket experiences, 
there was no difference between the auctions held by Danish and English customers. 
However, it was much harder to get in touch with the person in charge in England than in 
Denmark. The secretaries in England simply had more control – they acted as strong 
gatekeepers. Additionally, when Scanmarket acquired a customer in England, it often meant 
that two or three other customers followed suite because of a strong word of mouth-to-mouth 
tradition. One week after Scanmarket acquired Hilton as a customer they also got a large part 
of London Public Administration and Ladbrokes. This does not happen in Denmark as much 
as in England. In Denmark, Scanmarket had always access to direct telephone numbers to the 
person in charge. In general, the Danish customers were very interested in Scanmarkets 
offers.    
 
The Scanmarket system was based on an Application Service Provider concept, where the 
users subscribed to the system. This meant that the user got unlimited access to the 
Scanmarket auction system when he paid the yearly fee. In that way the user did not need to 
use resources on developing their own systems and they benefited from the new features that 
were initiated from the inputs Scanmarket gained from other users.  
 
In 2002, approximately 1000 auctions had been conducted via Scanmarket and the e-
marketplace planned to triple this number in 2003. In 2002, the turnover within the system 
was about 500 million DKK (83 million US dollars) and this figure was expected to increase 
by a factor 2 or 3 in 2003. 100 buyers including about 20 public municipalities were 
connected to the system and about 1,000 suppliers had participated in auctions.  

Right now it is really speeding up. Just from November 2002 to January 2003 we can see a big rise in 
activity. (Ole Nielsen, CEO, Scanmarket) 

 
The development of the e-marketplace has been a hard fight, and Scanmarket is one of the 
few Danish dot.coms that survived after the investment-driven dot.com hype. One of the 
reasons was that the company never had any loans and overdraft facilities. In the beginning of 
2003, the Scanmarket CEO had an optimistic view of the future. The Scanmarket sales people 
also recognized this bright future when they met new customers; the interest was definitely 
increasing.  
 
From an Open to a Closed E-Marketplace 
The doubtfulness about the seem-to-be successful situation was originated in the initial idea 
of Scanmarket as an “open e-marketplace”. The open e-marketplace was planned to function 
as a “meeting forum” where buyers and sellers could meet, interact, find potential partners 
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and discuss prices.  The open marketplace was thought to be especially good for bundling or 
pooling of purchasing goods. What the e-marketplace did was to gather a large quantity of 
buyers of wanted goods as for example telecom services and gasoline. The products had to be 
simple and the quality had to be known. The product groups were also something that all 
companies used and therefore they had a large volume. This was a great success and they 
succeeded in creating large groups with high volumes, which they could present to the selling 
companies, and they responded with low prices. This was a real win-win situation.  
 
The problem occurred after the pooling auction was finalized. The buyers started to call 
Scanmarket and complain about missing quality of the product – the buyers simply had 
problems with the product and they thought that Scanmarket was responsible. Scanmarket 
was of course not the party delivering the product, however the customers at the auctions saw 
Scanmarket as their supplier. This created some image problems for Scanmarket. However, 
after some time, Scanmarket helped the customers correct the problems and that gave 
Scanmarket some goodwill. The incident created a lot of unnecessary and unpaid work. The 
problem was that buyer and seller did not know each other from the beginning. 
 
When Scanmarket had been running the open e-marketplace for nearly a year, the company 
closed down the e-marketplace. The open marketplace concept where everybody can see what 
and from who a specific purchaser is buying some goods was not working in practice. In 
theory, the idea was good. The Internet brought together known and unknown suppliers from 
all regions of the world. However, the idea of trading with a supplier that you did not know 
was problematic in practice. The unknown suppliers could not always meet the criteria of 
delivery time and quality. 

Earlier we believed that we had a good system and that an open B2B e-marketplace would work 
according to the theories, however, we found that this did not work. (Ole Nielsen, CEO, Scanmarket) 

 

In the beginning of 2001 the open system was closed down as a result of the above-mentioned 
problems. The employees at Scanmarket worked as consultants for a short period of time, 
helping buyers purchasing non-strategic goods. This led to higher trust between the different 
buyers and Scanmarket. The buyers wanted Scanmarket to help with buying strategic goods. 
That was more than Scanmarket could handle:  

It is easy to know something about 5 product groups; it is harder if not impossible to know something 
about all product groups. (Ole Nielsen, CEO, Scanmarket) 

 
It was time to focus on the “the open e-marketplace” again and now the idea was to change it 
into a closed e-marketplace which had a strong buyer focus. The buyer always invited the 
suppliers into the auction. This new system was launched in November 2001. Scanmarket 
invited companies who did not believe in the system, to engage in a trial auction and if the 
auction led to savings, the company usually bought a license to the system. 
 
When Scanmarket interacted with their customers (buyers in the system), there was a focus on 
relationship building. Scanmarket was always next to the purchaser when the first auction was 
started and the employees at Scanmarket visited the suppliers 2-3 times a year afterwards. 
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Usually Scanmarket helped the customers the first time they had to conduct an auction. This 
usually takes about 1½ hour where after the user knows the system. Usually implantation of 
new IT-systems required seminars and a technical consultant from the IT supplier employed 
at the company for a shorter period of time. This was not necessary with the Scanmarket 
system. 
 
In the beginning, Scanmarket earned money by collecting a transaction fee from the buyer. 
Later, the system was sold by licensing. Financially, Scanmarket was based on subscription 
fees only. Transaction fees had never been considered. All Scanmarkets customers had chosen 
this solution because of no transaction fees. Many of the customers had a purchasing volume 
of more than one billion DKK (165.801 US dollars) and therefore even a very small 
transaction fee would be a lot of money. Scanmarket could easily survive on the subscriptions 
alone. It was a question about being realistic in pricing. Another good thing about avoiding 
transaction fees was that Scanmarket could not be accused for being prejudice against 
anybody, as Scanmarkets turnover was not dependent on the negotiated prices.  
 
The activity on the e-marketplace was increasing. However, a lot of the paying customers that 
connected to the system had only used the system one time. Scanmarket kept track of the 
customers and if they did not use the system, they contacted the customers and asked them 
why. If the customers did not use the system within 2 months, Scanmarket simply visited the 
customer.  
 
The Scanmarket System 
As mentioned the Scanmarket system was based on the auction mechanism only and the 
concept was based on an Application Service Provider (ASP) idea, where the buyer contacted 
Scanmarket and bought a subscription to the system, which gave him unlimited access to the 
system for one year, where he could conduct as many auctions as he wanted. The system was 
closed both on the buyer and the supplier side. The buyer-side had the control of the system 
and was always the initiating party. The system was also closed on the supplier-side, as the 
sellers could not initiate any processes. The system was mainly developed to serve the buyer 
and therefore the buyer’s needs were in focus. This orientation was based on the following 
notion:  

The competition in Denmark and globally is so strong that it is hard to take market shares from the 
competitors. Often, one million in profit means 10 times in turnover and this is difficult to achieve 
because of the competition. However, it is relatively easy to earn 10 million on procurement savings 
and these savings are transferred directly to the profit line. (Ole Nielsen, CEO, Scanmarket) 

 
The buyer was in control of which suppliers that was invited to participate in the auctions. It 
was the same suppliers as the buyer had in his existing supplier database and therefore he was 
certain that these suppliers could fulfill the demands that the buyer had for delivery, quality, 
etc. The buyer added some extra suppliers that he hoped could fulfill the needs of the buying 
company.  
 
The system did not give the buyer the possibility to pick new suppliers from a common 
database in contravention of the wishes from many buyers. Scanmarket did not want to add 
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the feature to the system because they did not know how to handle the situation. Technically 
speaking it was easy. The main reason to the Scanmarket opposition was that Scanmarket 
only wanted to be regarded as a supplier of a procurement system. If Scanmarket added 
suppliers to the system that failed to deliver, it would create a bad image.  
 
Another reason was that companies competed both on sales and procurement activities and 
therefore it was crucial that the suppliers was kept unknown to other suppliers and to the 
buyer’s competitors. However, there was nothing in the system that stopped the buyers from 
adding new suppliers to the auctions, they just had to find and approach them the usual way. 
This was the purchaser’s job – they still had to search the market for good suppliers. The 
system only helped them in minimizing the time and resources used for negotiating prices. 
The system was: 

 ...a stupid system that only compares prices, nothing else. (Ole Nielsen, CEO, Scanmarket) 

 
A lot of issues came before price when a purchaser evaluated a potential supplier, e.g. quality 
and development. These elements would sort out some suppliers. If the start was ten possible 
suppliers, only few could fulfill the demands defined by the purchaser. The last issue was the 
price. This was where the system came into play. The purchaser’s task was to scan the market 
in order to find a group of qualified alternatives. The system helped with finding the true 
price.  
 
The system was used via an Internet browser. The only thing that buyers needed was a 
password and a login name. Actually, it was not possible to integrate the Scanmarket system 
with the systems in the buyer’s firm. However Scanmarket was working on developing a 
feature so the system could be integrated into different enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
systems. This was an offer to the buyers, not something which they had to do. The integration 
ensured that the supplier database easily could be transferred from the ERP to the Scanmarket 
system. The system would then be able to transfer the historic information from the ERP 
system to the Scanmarket system and vice versa. The fact that there was no integration 
requirement in Scanmarket’s system was actually an advantage; the resources that the buyer 
had to use to start the system were very low. The user got a password and a login name and 
1½ hour after the start; they were ready to use the system. 
 
Typically the system handled goods, which was easy to specify. However, Scanmarket did not 
take a stand concerning the goods traded via the system. Both strategic and non-strategic 
goods were auctioned by the system where strategic goods often are understood as products 
that are bought to build into the product that the buyer manufactures. The system was very 
formalized and the suppliers did not have any other parameters to differentiate between, when 
the auction started, than the price. Although, all types of goods could be sold in the system, it 
was often non-strategic goods or goods for maintenance, repair and operation (MRO goods), 
which were sold in the system.  
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The Auction Procedure  
The auction procedure was pretty simple. Scanmarket had made it this way because they 
understood user-friendliness as a key competitive advantage. The users of the system could 
easily access the auction without extensive training. In general, the auction procedure had 
following steps:  

1. Specify the auction and describe the wanted goods and the different payment and 
delivery conditions 

2. Invite suppliers  
3. Conduct the auction  
4. Choose the winner and end the auction  

 
Scanmarket acknowledged that the users were not sophisticated computer users and therefore 
the development and the different steps of the system were created so it matches the offline 
procurement procedure.  
 
Specify the Auction 
The buyer first gave the auction an easily understandable name. Hereafter the buyer specified 
the needs and wants and described the volume in number of pieces, liters etc. If the buyer had 
already made a specification in an electronic document, the file could be uploaded to the 
system so the suppliers could open it and see the description of the wanted goods. Not only 
text files could be uploaded, but also videos, sounds and pictures, which would enable 
suppliers to develop a better understanding of the current needs of the buyer. The buyer also 
defined the start and due time for the auction and the delivery and payment conditions. 
Finally, the type of currency and the starting price of the auction were stated.  
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the demo version 

 
Source: http://www.scanmarket.co.uk/demo/opret.htm 
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Inviting Suppliers 
The next step would be for the buyer to invite bids from relevant suppliers. Usually it was 
existing suppliers the buyer already knew and had cooperation with. The system did not 
provide any application that enabled the buyer to pick from a list. The buyer had to know the 
suppliers and invite them to the auction. The buyer simply specified the company name, 
contact person, and the e-mail that he wished to invite. The buyer could add as many suppliers 
to the system as he wanted. When the buyer had added all the suppliers to the system, a 
confirmation page was shown, where spelling and other mistakes could be corrected. If 
everything was fine, the system sent invitation e-mails to the chosen suppliers. The invitation 
e-mail was designed so that the supplier would believe that is had been sent from the buyer 
personally and not from the Scanmarket system. An URL-link and a unique login and 
password made it possible to login to the Scanmarket system and analyze the specification of 
the wanted goods.   
 
When the suppliers accessed the system, the buyer could see it on his screen. If the suppliers 
had not logged into the system, the name was red and if he had logged into the system, the 
name was green. In this way the buyer could approach the suppliers that had not logged into 
the system. The suppliers also had the possibility to login to the system and then indicate that 
he did not want to participate in the auction, which the buyer also could see on his screen.  
When logged into the system, the supplier could see the documents uploaded by the buyer. He 
could also change elements in the documents and therefore the system worked as a 
collaboration platform from the time when the suppliers were invited until the auction started.  
 
Conducting  the Auction 
When the auction started, the buyer could see the different suppliers that had accepted to 
participate in the auction and their proposed prices. The screen was updated every 30 seconds 
and the lowest bid would always be placed highest, which meant that whenever a lower bid 
was punched into the system that supplier would be listed as the best. The auction would run 
for as long as the buyer had specified. However, if a bid was punched into the system in the 
last 2 minutes of the auction, the auction would be postponed with 5 minutes ensuring that a 
supplier would not be able to delay until the last possible moment to punch in his price 
enabling him to win the order. The different participating suppliers could see the prices of the 
other participating suppliers in the auction, but not the names of the other suppliers. The 
buyer simply could see everything on his screen in real time and thus see the how the process 
was progressing. 
 
Choosing the Winner and Ending the Auction 
When the last bid had been punched into the system and the auction time ended, the buyer 
could then choose which of the bids he wanted to accept. He did not have to choose the lowest 
bid, however Scanmarket usually encouraged the buyers to do so. In 86% of the auctions, the 
lowest bid was chosen. When the winner was chosen, the system automatically sent a 
confirmation to the supplier explaining him that he had won the order and that he should 
contact the buyer.   
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Future Developments of the System   
A crucial part of the ASP concept was to continuously add new developments to the system. 
These developments and the tests of the system were carried out in close cooperation with the 
key customers (who had acted as buyers in the system). The next major update was available 
for use April 1st 2003. The update included the following applications:  

• List auctions. This means that the supplier defined a price for every single element in a 
specification. In other words, the buyer did not want one total price for the whole 
order, but specified prices on each element in the order.  

• “Cherry picking” was where the supplier could bid on the total order or on special 
items only.  

• Bundling within companies. Big companies often bought the same goods from many 
different suppliers. The bundling feature collected a large volume from the company 
and offered it in one auction. The feature could handle the fact that the delivery of the 
total order was not at the same location.   

• Ranking auction – where the supplier could not see the price, only the ranking. 
Therefore the suppliers did not know what price to offer to get the lowest price and 
this would typically result in lower prices.  

• Dutch auction was the last feature where the price started at a low level and raised 
every 30 seconds. Then the supplier had to jump in when the price reaches his goal.   

 
Additional plans for the future developments was to make sure that smaller companies could 
bundle their purchases so that they could get lower prices in their procurement as well. 
Another planned development was to cooperate with a business information firm to use their 
database as a front to the closed system that Scanmarket had. In would then be easier for the 
buyers to include new suppliers to auctions. The open system could function with a rating 
system. However, this was not without problems, as Scanmarket did not believe that the 
purchaser would give the correct rating to a really good supplier. This would be the same as 
calling a competitor and telling him here was a good supplier.  
 
The system with the new features at extra cost and the company’s logo was also extra. The 
new payment structure was as follows: 

• Basic, 19,500 DKK (3233 US dollars) for a one-user license (the system without the 
new developments). 

• Silver, 50,000 DKK (8290 US dollars), with own logo an two colors, 5 users, 3 
standard language options and some of the new auction type developments. 

• Gold, 125,000 DKK (20725 US dollars), with all auction types, 15 users, company 
specific design, and 5 language options. 

• Company Server Solutions, 495,000 DKK (82071 US dollars) plus 75,000 DKK 
(12435 US dollars) upgrade every year, with all auction types, sales actions, unlimited 
number of users, mandatory company specific design, and 5 language options. 

 
To the suppliers, a feature was developed, which allowed suppliers to sell outdated products. 
It was called a sales auction. Especially the textile-business wanted this feature, as their stocks 
got outdated very fast. It was also important that the different brands were not sold to discount 
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companies. Here, they invited preferred buyers to buy the excess stock. The buyers 
appreciated this as they regarded themselves as VIP customers if they were invited to these 
kinds of seller auctions.   
 
Challenges facing Scanmarket 
Scanmarket A/S had in the four years of operating different e-marketplaces obtained 
experience in relation to introducing e-business applications in an existing business 
environment. First of all, the company learned that activities that should work in theory did 
not always operate as intended when implemented in the so-called real world. Based on these 
experiences, Scanmarket did focus more on procurement as a strategic opportunity for further 
growth of the firm. In addition to this, Scanmarket had gained new understandings in relation 
to operating the e-marketplace and the value of relationships between buyers and sellers.  The 
main challenge for Scanmarket was to make sure that these experiences and new 
understandings were a part of the buyers’ and sellers’ worldview. 
 
Open Versus Closed E-Market?  
Soon after opening the first version of the e-marketplace, Scanmarket experienced that the 
open e-marketplace did not work. If a company had used many resources in finding qualified 
suppliers all over the world, the same company did not want to share it with other firms. This 
was - understandably – the case for firms in general and therefore the theory behind the “open 
e-marketplace” did not work in the case of Scanmarket A/S.  
 
Scanmarkets customers asked for the possibility to pick suppliers from a list when the goods 
were defined as non-strategic. However, the problem was to define what was a strategic and a 
non-strategic good. Some companies regarded the same product as strategic and others as 
non-strategic goods. This was the reason why Scanmarket had not made this pick-and-chose 
list and it was also the reason why they probably will not add this feature to the system ever. 
But was it a clever decision?  
 
Improved Importance of Sourcing and Purchasing    
The competition in Denmark and globally was so strong that it was hard to win market shares 
from the competitors. However, it was relatively easy to gain procurement savings and these 
savings were transferred directly to the profit line. Traditionally, purchasing personnel did not 
have the same profile as the marketing and sales personnel. Warehousemen or blue-collar 
workers had carried out buying in a world where the price of purchased good moved up to 70 
to 80 % of the products total cost price. Sourcing and saving money on purchasing was 
something that got more and more attention.  The purchaser could overtake the high profile of 
the sellers. The seller had been treated with respect, he got he biggest company car and salary, 
but in the future this could change. It was hard to increase turnover, but easier to save on 
procurement. The procurement manager could be the hero of tomorrow. 
 
Often is buying (negotiating prices) the purchaser’s main domain of competencies. 
Scanmarket delivered a system that helped him. The purchaser did not like to tell the 
suppliers: “we have to cut prices by 10%”. It was not in his nature. With this system, he just 
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had to describe the product itself. This was already his main field. Then the suppliers would 
on their own come up with the right price. Then the purchaser did not have to negotiate the 
price.  
 
In other words, the Scanmarket dealt only with purchasing not sourcing. Could this be a 
problem for Scanmarket in the long run?  

 
Bidding and Auction Strategy  
When the auction is in progress, Scanmarket noticed that 85% of all bids came in the last 30 
minutes of an auction. As a supplier it was important to do your homework and to know how 
low your bids could be. To ensure the right price, the buyer had to ensure that there was a 
“market” in every auction. The buyers in the system were constantly getting better at adding a 
“market” to the system and this did not have to be Danish companies only. Often global 
companies were invited as buyers to ensure the right prices. 
 
Sometimes Scanmarket experienced that suppliers were influenced by the spirit and the 
environment of the auction and forgot about the lowest price they could afford. The supplier 
often focused on the small steps, e.g. 25 DKK (4 US dollars), and not on the fact that his 
lowest price was 1,000 DKK (165 US dollars) and now the price he had to beat was 750 DKK 
(124 US dollars). He thought, “Well it is only 25 DKK” and gave the price 725 DKK (120 US 
dollars), but it was not only 25 DKK, it was also the difference between 1000 DKK and 725 
DKK, that he paid. This resulted in big savings for the buyers and problems and bad 
experiences for the sellers.  
 
Scanmarket knew that this situation was unsustainable in the long run. What should 
Scanmarket do?  

 
Price or Process?   
Many of Scanmarket’s customers chose the system mainly because of the savings in price-
negotiation-time and the flexibility of the system. Buyers experienced a relative high degree 
of flexibility, because it was easy to add suppliers to the system and the process of finding the 
price was “automatically” done by the system.  
 
Usually the buyer did not believe that they could save that much money on the final price as 
they actually could. Scanmarket experienced that buyers usually could save a significant 
amount of money using the system. Cost savings were not only realized in non-strategic 
purchases but also in strategic purchases where the buyer often had established relationships 
with the supplier. This was the case when Hilton invited suppliers to an auction. Hilton 
wanted offers on one year’s use of a refreshment product. The auction started with the price 
161,000£ and the auction stopped with the final price 108,000£ and this auction was 
postponed 14 times. Out of tree bidders two kept on bidding and one stopped relatively early. 
Another auction Hilton made was on equipment for a new hotel in Ireland. The auction started 
at 500,000£ and ended at 340,000£.  
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Using the Scanmarket system offered the possibility to realize two different savings for the 
buyer, a less resource demanding process and the opportunity to lower the price of the bought 
products. So what could be the reason for the sellers to participate? 
 
Did the Relationship Building have Any Importance?    
It is important to understand that the relationship between buyer and seller had to ensure that 
the seller wanted to participate and actually got into the auction. This was not always easy. 
The following example explains. A company needed a product and the purchaser knew some 
suppliers and their personal e-mail addresses. He invited the two well-known suppliers and 
another two found in the telephone book. He did not know any employees at the two 
unknown companies and therefore the invitation was sent by e-mail to the 
info@company.com e-mail address.  
 
It was the experiences of Scanmarket that if the companies did not know the buyer, who 
invited them, 9 out of 10 times they would not login to the system. This was simply because 
the e-mail ended up in a secretary’s mailbox and never got any further. If it was passed on, the 
company most likely had not tried to do business through auctions before and therefore the 
company did not login to the system. It was important that the buyer knew or at least had been 
speaking over the phone with the companies that they planned to invite into the auction. The 
companies, who did not know the buyer, would not access the system.  

As well as you need to do fieldwork when it comes to selling, this is also important when it comes to 
buying. (Ole Nielsen, CEO, Scanmarket) 

 
The buyers normally said,  

Yes, this is a rough treatment of the suppliers, but we do not force the suppliers to do it. They can just 
say no… You have the possibility to get orders just by opening you email application; you don’t have 
to drive to my location. So it is up to the supplier if he wants the order. (Ole Nielsen, CEO, 
Scanmarket) 

 
The question is if the Scanmarket system did or did not eliminate relationships between sellers 
and buyers? The supplier had to understand that the price was not a parameter that was 
discussed before the company was in the auction. The system only handled the price, and 
therefore the buyer still had to talk to and search for new suppliers. The buyer had no interest 
in getting prices too low if the buyer wanted to keep the suppliers in business. The buyers 
were interested in as many suppliers as possible. The competition on e-based auctions was 
more difficult for the supplier. The customers were under pressure from the buyers and this 
pressure worked its way down the value chain. The Scanmarket system was a tool to manage 
this pressure.  

The relationships are still important, but we deliver software that enables them to optimize their 
working day when negotiating the price. (Ole Nielsen, CEO, Scanmarket) 

 
As a consequence for the marketing and sales manager in the selling company could be that 
he/she had to change the understanding of the job. There was no possibility for the suppliers 
to differentiate in the auction; this had to be done before the auction started. The suppliers 
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could influence specifications on the auction before the auction started. In that way 
relationships could be very important – to influence the specification in a way that fitted the 
specific product that the supplier sold. The relationship got the supplier into the auction and 
from there transaction took over. The buyer had to make the auction very formalized and 
specific to ensure that he could compare the bids that came in the auction. 
 
The logic within the system was that the relationships between buyers and sellers are very 
important. However, it was up to these parties to establish these relations. The system was not 
dealing with the relations. It had a focus on the transactions and could process the transactions 
(negotiation of the price) in a time and cost effective manner. This was a contrast to the more 
unpleasant situation when negotiating prices were done on a face-to-face basis. Here, the 
Scanmarket system acted as a kind of third party. 
 
To the supplier the importance of maintaining relationships was more crucial with a system 
like Scanmarkets, as the supplier needed to influence the buyers in order to be part of the 
auctions and also to influence the conditions of the deal and the product specifications. In 
relation to this, it was important to stress that the deal was often about one or two year 
contracts. 
 
The drastic change because of the Scanmarket system was that the competition increased 
immensely. The market would still be more and more transparent. The supplier had to decide: 
Do we want the order or not? The worst-case scenario was that the supplier was not invited to 
the auction. The second worst-case scenario was that the supplier could see that it would not 
be feasible to take the order. 

The future losers will be the companies who will not use the Internet, no doubt about that. (Ole 
Nielsen, CEO, Scanmarket) 


